FABRICS | LINEN & FRIENDS
Most beautifully inspired by nature
Création Baumann presents the “Linen & Friends” Collection
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A beautifully furnished apartment is a prerequisite to individual wellbeing; it should transmit a feeling of
harmony and security – to act as a counterpoint to our high-tech environment. Textiles and home
accessories play an important part. The natural look is particularly in line with the current trend – casual
and elegant at one and the same time.
With the new “Linen & Friends” Collection Création Baumann expands and develops its existing linen range.
“The new collection is designed to be light and subtle in appearance, earthy and powdery in colouring and
severe and soft in the combination of materials”, says Sibylle Aeberhard, the designer. The design team of
the Langenthal based textile company in Switzerland created a whole series of new uni qualities with
different transparencies for the collection.
“Filino Color II” the semi-transparent curtain fabric, this long-standing company classic has been given a
new contemporary look. A new dye and finishing process lends the elegant linen texture a softer feel. The
delicate Nordic inspired colour palette captivates with light wood and earthy tones, alongside tantalising
tints in green and midnight blue, a warm grey and subtle powder shades in pastels. “Scalino”, a high quality
decoration fabric complements the multi faceted fabric. Sewn filigree pleats form three-dimensional lines
that converge in a diamond pattern. The outer edge of the plissés is finished with elaborate cord thread
embroidery in an accentuating colour. Reminiscent of origami, the curtain fabric is available in six light and
airy colours.

The new linen fabric “Linnus” is a dense, woven curtain fabric with an exceptionally soft feel. The colour
palette consists of 20 colourits; neutral hues and broken tones in green and coffee are counterbalanced
with bright yellowy-green, orange and sky-blue. This uni fabric is supplemented with “Orion”, a decoration
fabric with a linear design. The embroidered grid spreads netlike across the fabric. The contrast between
the soft linen and the compact metal embroidery generates a fascinating interplay. The fabric is available
in five colours which combine neutral shades with metallic colours in gold, silver and copper. The cushion
“Mira”, which is available in three colours, is also based on the linen fabric “Linnus”. The high quality
application in wool on linen plays with ethnic and contemporary graphic elements.
The high quality linen fabrics are harmoniously supplemented with fabrics which have a natural look –
“Linen & Friends” as the name of the collection implies. Amongst them are two semi-transparent curtain
fabrics: “Tamino”, the linen-polyester weave with its soft transparent charm harmonizes well in simple
“casual” interiors. An attractive interplay with density and transparency ensues from “Solea”, the soft Trevira
CS fabric with the very natural look. The collection is rounded off with the upholstery fabric “Leone”, which
combines the natural sheen of linen with the soft look of chenille yarn. Deep berry tones are amongst the
25 colours.
The uni fabrics are delicately contrasted with the printed curtain fabric “Campanella” in Trevira CS. On a
transparent base, pressed meadow flowers and delicate foliage appear as if they had been delicately
scattered by hand. A graphic grid design in a darker colour overlays the blooms and leaves like a soft veil
lending the fabric a contemporary and poetic look. The design is available on a white and a linen coloured
base.
The "Linen & Friends" Collection introduces a natural, elegant ambiance into the stylish home.
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Underline:
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Tender colours: Création Baumann's "Linen & Friends" fabric collection embraces
a natural look. "Orion" captivates with ornaments in metallic embroidery.
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Nordic sophistication: Hues of blue and grey together with earthy-powdery shades
put their mark on Création Baumann's new "Linen & Friends" collection.
Upholstery fabric "Leone" combines linen's refined shine with chenille's soft look.
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The feminine side of linen & Co. Pastel-powdery colours embellish cushions,
while curtains shine with an airy and subtle look. Decoration fabric "Orion", with its
shimmering metallic embroidery, is the highlight of Création Baumann's new
"Linen & Friends" collection.
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